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Economic Exploration: The Spanish
Since the earliest days of colonization the Spanish Empire looked to the “New World” as 
an economic resource. Tons of gold and silver were loaded into treasure ships bound for 
Europe. The thirst for these precious metals led the Spanish to attempt to control more and 
more land in the New World,  
which led to conflict with the  
native peoples. The experiences  
of the native population under  
gold-hungry Spanish rule could  
be cruel as Francisco Vasquez  
de Coronado observed.

“The manner in which the residents of this province 

who have Indians in encomienda [forced laborer] 

support themselves is that in the gold mines most of 

the towns give their encomenderos [owned] Indians 

to get the gold for them. Some of those who deal 

in Indians buy and sell unbranded and free Indians 

as slaves…This happens because of the scarcity of 

slaves in this province. And because of the scarcity 

of slaves the mines are being worked by Indian 

slaves and free Indians.”

                        —  Coronado to the King of Spain;  

Narratives of the Coronado 

Expedition 1540 -1542

Coronado and his men were among the first 
European explorers to visit the plains.
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 As governor of a territory in New Spain, 
Coronado kept his ears and eyes open for  
word of new areas in which gold or silver  
existed. A new discovery would bring riches 
to the king of Spain.  

 After many failed expeditions, Coronado heard  
a story from an Indian slave that he was sure  
would bring him fame and fortune. This story  
called for an expedition far larger and far more  
expensive than any previous expedition. It told  
of the great city of Quivira, said to be located  
in what would one day be Kansas.  
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“…In his [the slave’s] land there was a river…two 

leagues wide, with fish as large as horses…and a 

great number of very large canoes…The nobles, he 

said, traveled in the stern, seated under canopies, 

and at the prow there was a large golden eagle.  

He stated further that the lord of that land took his 

siesta under a large tree from which hung numerous 

golden jingle bells…He added that the common 

table service of all was generally of wrought silver, 

and that the pitchers, dishes, and bowls were made 

of gold.”
                       —  Coronado 

Narratives of the Coronado 

Expedition 1540 -1542

                            What treasure did Coronado find in present day Kansas? Not much. He did 
find people rich in culture, but not the silver and gold he was hoping for. As 
Coronado’s failed expedition came to an end, he headed back to New Spain.

                            Coronado lost his honor in his adventure to find gold. In a twist of fate, 
however, American Indians benefited from this expedition. Coronado 
introduced the horse and metal tools to American Indians. Both would 
have long lasting consequences to the Plains Indians’ way of life.

All land shown on this map was claimed 
by Spain and called New Spain.


